Detection of coregulation in differential gene expression profiles.
Genomics and proteomics approaches generate distinct gene expression and protein profiles, listing individual genes embedded in broad functional terms as gene ontologies. However, interpretation of gene profiles in a regulatory and functional context remains a major issue. Elucidation of regulatory mechanisms at the gene expression level via analysis of promoter regions is a prominent procedure to decipher such gene regulatory networks. We propose a novel genetic algorithm (GA) to extract joint promoter modules in a set of coexpressed genes as resulting from differential gene expression experiments. Algorithm design has focused on the following constraints: (I) identification of the major promoter modules, which are (II) characterized by a maximum number of joint motifs and (III) are found in a maximum number of coexpressed genes. The capability of the GA in detecting multiple modules was evaluated on various test data sets, analyzing the impact of the number of motifs per promoter module, the number of genes associated with a module, as well as the total number of distinct promoter modules encoded in a sequence set. In addition to the test data sets, the GA was evaluated on two biological examples, namely a muscle-specific data set and the upstream sequences of the beta-actin gene (ACTB) derived from different species, complemented by a comparison to alternative promoter module identification routines.